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Through training, Metcom delivers a complete 
system for achieving measurable grinding circuit 
performance improvement. 

TheThe Metcom Grinding Process Management 
System uses practical analysis tools such as CSE, 
Functional Performance Analysis, Work Index 
Efficiency and evaluation of (S)AG grinding along 
with all the necessary steps to acquire the existing 
and required information at the plant. 

This training empowers metallurgists with the skillThis training empowers metallurgists with the skill-
sets to implement specific equipment and param-
eter changes at the operation to obtain quantifiable 
efficiency and performance gains.

Metcom Chief Metallurgist: Robert E. McIvor

Metcom’s training and metallurgical 
team are ready to help you in apply-
ing the newly acquired skills.

Demystify the 
Grinding Process!



Complete and partial training programs 
are available. We can develop a custom 
curriculum for your operation.



Achieve Measurable Grinding 
Process Improvements at 
Your Plant!

Metcom training is ideal for plant metallurgists, 
EIT’s, lab technicians, equipment suppliers, cir-
cuit designers, process improvement and energy 
saving personnel.

We also offer corporate-wide discounts for com-
panies that enroll multiple trainees. 

Metcom online training and support is available in 
English, French and Spanish.

GrindingGrinding circuit efficiency gains achieved through 
implementation of Metcom’s training delivered 
system can be exploited as increased through-
put, reduced grinding costs (energy & grinding 
media) or a finer grind product size for improved 
recovery.



Join over one thousand
metallurgists improving grinding 
circuit performance with
the Metcom System!

“I really began to understand how the variables in 
closed-circuit grinding interact for the first time. A 
program that takes a very complex process and 
makes it easy to understand, and provides tools 
for optimization, is to my mind a brilliant piece of 
work. Now, all our people involved in grinding in 
any way do the training.”
- Section Head, Mineral Processing, - Section Head, Mineral Processing, 
   Major Copper Mining Operation

“We started to measure and see things we had 
not recognized in over 20 years of operation. It 
was like turning the lights on.”
- Sr. Metallurgist, Large Gold Concentrator

In 2019, Metcom was awarded the prestigious  
CEEC Medal (Operations) for their paper on CSE 
technology titled:  “A guide to maximising ball mill 
circuit classification system
efficiency (CSE), for 
operators and equipment 
designers”

Numerous Published Wins

Put these proven tools to work in 
your plant with Metcom training.



A partial listing of companies that have 
benefited from Metcom training.

Take the next step towards achieving 
world-class performance from your 
mineral grinding operations.


